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Here Kitty, Kitty: Where to Find a Cat
Without question, adopting a cat from an animal shelter
is a wonderful option. There are more kinds of cats to
choose from at shelters than there are kinds of toasters!
However, unlike toasters, you're embracing a living,
breathing family member that will be with you for many
years. A new cat isn't quite as much work as a dog, but
cats are still every bit the same amount of responsibility.
Many people prefer a certain feline look, from tabby
to tortoiseshell, and that's understandable. However,
what's most important is to hook up with a cat whose
personality is most likely to mesh with yours. For example, a more active, fun-loving cat might be a good fit for children,
while a more peaceful cat may be perfect for an older person. Shelter adoption counselors can serve as matchmakers.
Also, think outside your own preconceived box. Kittens are certainly great fun, but they can be super energetic. Consider
the benefits of adopting a middle-age or older cat; you'll have a self-starter with little training involved, and mature cats
are sometimes overlooked at shelters.
If you already own a dog, but getting a second canine companion isn't practical, consider adopting a cat. The truth is
that dogs are often cat-friendly, and adopting a pal with a purr for your pooch might be a great idea, particularly if you
live in an apartment or smaller home.
Two cats are indeed better than one, and adopting a threesome might even work if you're dedicated to their care and
are willing to receive three times the love. If you take home more than one, you may be keeping together littermates,
lifelong companions or even cats who have become pals in the shelter. Most cats, particularly kittens, flourish with a
friend.
The bottom line is that by adopting a cat, you may be saving a life. Many animals find themselves in a shelter through
no fault of their own (for example, their owners die, move or simply change their minds about owning a pet).
Often cats adopt us. Perhaps a community (feral) cat that is friendly enough to bring indoors, or a formerly owned cat
that decides you might offer the best home on the planet, chooses you. Feel honored.
If you already have cats, don't introduce a newcomer until you visit your veterinarian to have the new cat checked for
infectious diseases (feline leukemia and feline immunodeficiency viruses), the ringworm fungus, internal and external
parasites, and general health. The new cat may seem fine, but an exam and testing is essential. Besides, your resident
cats would likely be offended by an instant meeting. The more gradually cats are introduced to the new kits on the
block, the better.
Pedigreed cats, from Abyssinians to Turkish Vans, are the cat world's best-kept secret. Pedigreed cats are bred for
their stunning looks, as well as for personality. Each breed has a distinct demeanor, just as each dog breed has its
own characteristics. It's important to do your homework and make sure the breed you want is right for you. Then
check out the breeder. For starters, make sure the breeder is associated with the Cat Fanciers' Association and/or The
International Cat Association.

Spay/Neuter, Please
Sterilizing (spaying females, neutering males) prevents the birth of unwanted kittens. Cats can literally breed like
rabbits, producing two litters a year, and kittens can become pregnant as early as 4 or 5 months old. Spay/neuter also
offers health advantages to adult cats. Females that are not neutered are prone to uterine infections and mammary
cancer, and display unwelcome behaviors when they're in heat.
Unneutered male cats often fight one another, and bite wounds are common. Intact males will do anything they can to
seek out females, and it might be a challenge to keep them inside. These boys famously vocalize in the wee hours and
spray urine, marking their territory to advertise their availability to other cats.
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it does, click. Then give your cat the treat. The click
marks the exact moment the cat did what you wanted.
Congratulations, you've just taught your cat to sit! Of
course, you'll have to repeat this, but motivated cats learn
surprisingly fast.
Teaching a cat to come when called may be a lifesaver
in an emergency, if you need to get yourself and your cat
out of the house. Training is also great brain exercise, and
learning keeps busy kittens and cats focused on what you
want them to do. While in some ways kittens are easier
to teach, cats of any age can be clicker trained. Keep the
clicker classes short - just a couple of minutes or until
your cat's attention starts to wander. Try to end each
session with a success.

Lifestyle Choices
While life outdoors is more unpredictable and therefore
(some might argue) more interesting for cats, it is also
clearly more dangerous. Outdoors cats are at risk.
Cars are at the top of the danger list. Some people
think cats are so cunning that they don't get hit by
cars; unfortunately, that's not true. Other risks include
predators such as birds of prey, coyotes, rattlesnakes, free
roaming dogs and even alligators, depending on where
you live. Cats can get into fights with other cats or wildlife
and may become injured. Cats can spread diseases to one
another. Outdoor cats lap up toxic antifreeze, nibble on
dangerous plants, and walk through gardens and across
lawns freshly treated with pesticides or fertilizer and then
ingest it as they groom themselves.
Letting your cat roam is also irresponsible. Roaming cats
might use the neighbor's garden as a litter box, and their
mere presence outside another house can wreak havoc
among indoor cats inside that house. Outside cats may
kill songbirds and small rodents. Drivers have lost their
lives behind the wheel attempting to avoid hitting a cat in
the road.
However, there are ways to let your cats safely enjoy the
sights and smells of outdoors. Cat fencing that is secured
in the ground and curves inward on top will keep the cat
inside your yard (adult supervision is also suggested).
You can purchase an outdoor cat playground or build a
play area. Cats can be taken for walks on a harness and
leash or ride in luxury inside a cat stroller. While these
experiences are wonderfully enriching and fun for many
cats, keep in mind that some cats may be terrified of
them.
Of course, cats enjoying bursts of fun outside must have
monthly flea and heartworm prevention, and in some
places, tick control. Talk to your veterinarian for advice.
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Litter Box 101
Here are some tips for setting up that all-important litter
box and making it the place your cat wants to go:
•
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Provide a type of litter that your cat loves, preferably
unscented. There are many litter choices, but most
cats prefer clumping clay litter. To figure out your cat's
litter preference, offer different options in various
litter boxes and retain the one that gets used the
most.
Scoop at least once a day- twice is better. Cats don't
appreciate dirty toilets. At least once a month (or
weekly if it's not a clumping-type litter), dump all the
litter and wash the entire box with soap and water.
Even if you have just one cat, you might need two
boxes. Ideally, there should be one more box per
household than the number of cats.
It may be best to skip a litter box liner, as some cats
don't like the feel of the plastic and sharp cat claws
can puncture the liner. Also, liners have a tendency to
hinder box scooping with clumping litters.
While some cats prefer covered litter boxes, most do
not.
Location matters. For example, litter boxes
downstairs might be a problem for older cats. Litter
boxes near a loud appliance might be scary. Ideally,
litter boxes should offer cats a view of what's going
on as they do their business, yet still provide some
seclusion. Litter boxes should not be placed where
children play, as there can be too much commotion
for some cats. And when possible, keeping dogs away
from the box is a good idea.
Supersize the boxes. Big and overweight cats just
don't have enough elbow room in many of today's
boxes. Try a plastic storage container instead (the
kind used to store sweaters under the bed). If the
cat is standing in the box but the urine ends up
outside, try a plastic storage box with high sides. Just
remember to cut out an opening (that isn't sharp) so
the cat can easily get in and out.

Anxiety can play a role in cats missing the box. More
than anything else, cats dislike change. The death of a
pet, the addition of a new pet or the owners going away
on vacation can prompt a cat to miss the box. Give the
offender a chance to blow off that stress by offering more
interactive play and providing environmental enrichment
(see "Enriching Indoor Environments"). Another cause for
anxiety may be the relationships in multi-pet homes. Cats
can be surprisingly subtle about their disagreements. You
may not see any overt catfights, but one cat may still be
subtly preventing another from using the box in peace.
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Enriching Indoor Environments
It's generally good news that more and more cats are being kept indoors.
But while day-to-day life indoors is far more predictable and safe
than living outside, indoor life can become monotonous. The lack of
stimulation can result in boredom and even anxiety and illness (such
as idiopathic cystitis, a painful disease and a major cause of litter box
mistakes). Bored cats may create their own entertainment, getting into
trouble nibbling on dangerous plants or climbing the blinds. Without
mental and physical exercise, cats become "brain dead," fat and more
prone to a long list of diseases.

Cats are happiest being cats - having opportunities to pounce and
"hunt," even if they're indoors. The following are a few ideas to enrich
your cat's indoor environment. Keep in mind that all cats play differently,
and if a cat begins to chew or shred any toy, you should remove that toy
since it could be dangerous if swallowed.
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An empty box can create a week's worth of fun. Leave out an empty
box on Monday. On Tuesday, place the box upside down, put
something on top to weigh it down and cut "mouse holes" in the
sides; cats can reach inside for treats you've hidden. On Wednesday,
turn the box right-side up and sprinkle catnip inside. On Thursday,
relocate the box to another room, and it becomes new all over again.
On Friday, place a small ball or squeaky mouse toy inside the box.
Drop a ping-pong ball in an empty tissue box. Other free toys
include paper bags and the plastic tops from milk jugs.

Provide elevated spaces such as window ledges, cleared
bookshelves, cat trees or a wooden painter's ladder. If you are very
ambitious, build catwalks. In multi-cat homes, the more raised
surfaces for individual cats to call their own, the less conflict you'll
have.

Outdoor bird feeders are entertaining for people and cats. Some cats
will watch high-definition TV or DVDs starring birds and reptiles
that are made just for cats.
Rotate toys. From the cat's point of view, those stale mice toys have
already been killed. Put them in a drawer and bring them out again
in a few weeks.

Laser pointers are great cat toys. Just make sure you never point
the light into your cat's eyes (and have adult supervision so
children don't point the light into their own eyes). Drop a treat or piece of kibble on the "little red bug" periodically
throughout the game and at the conclusion of play so the cat really does get to "kill" something.
Check out the cat toy aisle at pet stores; there are more great options than ever in the way of fun, stimulating toys.

Feed your cats small portions of their food and treats (though not too many) at random times throughout the day
and in various places around the house. Inexpensive food-dispensing toys are readily available. This strategy seems
to be fun for most cats, allowing their prey drive to kick in; when they awake from their catnaps, they can "hunt" for
a snack.

Although introducing a new cat to other cats in your home requires patience and can be tricky, it usually works if
you do it slowly and carefully. No special process is required if you adopt two cats that know one another from a
shelter. As for dogs, it's a fallacy that cats and dogs don't get along. After all, about a quarter of all cats in America live
with a dog. When introducing a dog, keep the pup on a leash to ensure safety and give the cat a sense of security.
Also, cats require escape routes (easy ones are up high where the dog can't get a leg up). Dogs do best if they follow
this simple rule: Cat's rule!
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Feeding Regimens
A variety of feeding styles can maintain your cat's health, including free-choice and scheduled meals. However, if you
have more than one cat, it can be difficult to monitor who ate what when you leave food out all the time. Plus, like us,
cats sometimes eat when they're not hungry, training their people to become an automatic food dispenser. Here are
some other things to think about:
•

Place food and water in a quiet area away from noisy appliances, and avoid high-traffic areas frequented by other
pets or people. This strategy is especially helpful for nervous or fearful cats.

•

If you must leave food out all the time, provide more than one feeding station, especially in multiple-cat
households. In some instances, individual cats should be fed alone to avoid confrontations during feeding and to
monitor who eats what.

•

Put dry food inside food balls and puzzles to prevent cats from binging and encourage hunting-like behavior so
cats have to work and "hunt" for their meals. Small portions of moist food offered in several bowls or dishes located
throughout the home also help slow down a cat that eats too fast, and promotes exercise and mental stimulation.
Make sure your cat's food and water dishes are always clean.

•
•

Encourage drinking by providing water bowls in various locations. Lots of cats enjoy dripping faucets, or to save
on your water bill, consider a fountain made for cats. Change the water daily so the water is always fresh. Offering
canned foods also helps, since most moist foods contain more water than dry foods.

Transitioning to a New Diet
Cats may become so fixated on a familiar food that they refuse to eat something new. If you must change your cat's diet,
these tips can help whet the appetite:
•

Offer the new diet alongside the usual food to give your cat a choice. Keep offering the new food even if your cat
rejects it. It may take a week or more to get a cat to try something new. Make diet changes gradually to reduce the
chance of an upset tummy and increase the chance that your cat will accept the new food. In other words, gradually
sneak the new food in with the old.

•
•

Warm the food to enhance the aroma. Cats' appetites can be stimulated by scents they like.
Add a little bit of tuna juice, clam juice or no-salt chicken broth, which may increase palatability for cats with a
depressed appetite. Over time, gradually reduce this extra motivator.

Get Set to See Your Vet
On average, cats visit the veterinarian less than half as
often as dogs. Assumptions that cats don't require the same
care as dogs or don't get ill as often just aren't true. The
CATalyst Council supports the American Veterinary Medical
Association's position that twice-yearly wellness exams for all
cats are justifiable. More frequent vet visits may be required
for seniors and geriatrics, and for cats with medical and
behavioral conditions.
While cats are healthier indoors overall, it's a mistake to
believe that indoor cats don't get sick. Don't let anyone tell
you otherwise! The health status of cats, particularly older
cats, can change very quickly compared to humans. Even if
your cat seems fine to you, how can you tell? Cats are skilled
at masking illness. Often, even the most keenly observant
family members are challenged to identify the subtle signs
of illness in cats. Sometimes the only early signs of illness
may be discovered during a veterinary exam; for example, when your veterinarian is listening to your cat's heartbeat,
assessing trends in your cat's weight, checking blood pressure or looking over the results of routine laboratory tests.
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Signs of illness in cats can be subtle, so even the smallest thing may
turn out to be significant. Here are 10 subtle signs of illness in cats.
Each is a "paws-up" to see your veterinarian:
1.

Changes in interaction: A previously clingy cat acting
uncharacteristically aloof, or a more independent cat that
suddenly transforms into "Velcro kitty" are examples.

2.

Changes in activity: A decrease or increase in activity
and/or a change in the cat's daily routine can be a sign of a
medical condition. For instance, arthritis is far more common
in cats than previously thought.

3.

Changes in chewing or eating habits: Contrary to
popular belief, most cats are not finicky eaters. Look for changes
such as a decrease or increase in how much the cat eats. Eating
less can be a sign of several disorders, ranging from dental
problems to cancer. Increased eating can be caused by diabetes,
hyperthyroidism or other health problems.

4.

Changes in water intake: Drinking more or less water can

be an indicator of a health problem, such as diabetes or kidney
disease.

5.

Unexpected weight loss or weight gain: Weight doesn't

6.

Bad breath: If those pearly whites don't smell sweet as a daisy, there may be a dental and/or gum

always go up or down with a change in appetite. Cats with diabetes
or hyperthyroidism, for example, may lose weight even if they eat
more.
issue. Bad breath may also be related to a digestive disorder, infection or kidney disease.

7.

Changes in grooming habits: Fastidious groomers letting themselves go - even just a little bit
- might be ill. Over-grooming may be related to stress, pain or skin conditions.

8.

Changes in sleeping habits: From catnapping more often to awaking in the middle of the
night, the explanation may be illness, perhaps associated with aging.

9.

Changes in vocalization: Wallflowers that begin to vocalize or cats that howl in the night

10.

Signs of stress: Cats dislike change more than anything. Changes in your family's schedule, new
pets coming or going, or even rearranging the furniture can cause stress. A cat that isn't feeling well
may be anxious as a result. Geriatric cats may be particularly prone to stress. Anxious cats may exhibit
behavioral changes (such as missing the litter box) and physical changes. Anxiety requires the same
professional attention as diabetes or a heart condition.

may be doing so as a result of a medical problem. Feline cognitive dysfunction (feline Alzheimer's),
hyperthyroidism, high blood pressure or anxiety are among the possible explanations.

By the way, because illness is so commonly associated with changes in a cat's activities of daily living, it's a good
idea to create a "healthy profile" for your cat. That way, you and your veterinarian will know what is normal for
your cat so that in the future, it will be much easier to notice when something out of the ordinary happens.
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